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We introduce the concept of sensor-based applications for the daily business
settings of organizations and their individual workers. Wearable sensor devices
were developed and deployed in a real organization, a bank, for a month in order
to study the eﬀectiveness and potential of using sensors at the organizational
level. It was found that patterns of physical interaction changed dynamically
while e-mail is more stable from day to day. Diﬀerent patterns of behavior
between people in diﬀerent rooms and teams (p < 0.01), as well as correlations between communication and a worker’s subjective productivity, were also
identiﬁed. By analyzing a ﬂuctuation of network parameters, i.e., “betweenness centrality,” it was also found that communication patterns of people are
diﬀerent: some people tend to communicate with the same people in regular frequency (which is hypothesized as a typical pattern of throughput-oriented jobs)
while some others drastically changed their communication day by day (which
is hypothesized as a pattern of creative jobs). Based on these hypotheses, a
reorganization, such that people having similar characteristics work together,
was proposed and implemented.

1. Introduction
The study of human behavior has always intrigued social scientists. Pentland
showed that non-linguistic social signals are powerful for analyzing human behavior and found correlations between behavior and performance in several tasks 1) :
it was possible to predict who would exchange business cards at a meeting, who
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would come out ahead in a negotiation, even which couples exchange phone
numbers. However in the past data complexity had to be sacriﬁced in favor of
smaller sensors, since otherwise heavy, burdensome equipment would be necessary. In addition, battery life limitations allowed experiments to only run for
very short periods of time.
Recent technology improvements enable sensors to be worn, not only with
location detection, but also with quite rich sensing capabilities, throughout the
day. People have started to use such sensors in domains such as health care. Yano
hypothesized 2) that technological and societal changes 1 will accelerate the use
of sensors in the workplace. We believe analysis and visualization techniques for
such wearable sensor data are fundamentally diﬀerent than the methodologies
developed in the past.
We describe a sensor-enabled innovative work style, the “Sensible Organization 3) ,” including potential ways to use sensors in the work place to improve
productivity and individuals’ business skills.
2. Background and Previous Work
2.1 Socially Aware Systems
Psychologists have ﬁrmly established that social signals are a powerful determinant of human behavior and have speculated that these signals may have evolved
as a way of establishing hierarchy and group cohesion. The non-linguistic signals
that serve as the basis of this collective social discussion are just as important as
conscious content for determining human behavior in many situations 4) .
Researchers have developed several socially aware platforms for measuring different aspects of social context.
Face-to-face interaction: Choudhury designed a wearable sensor package 5)
intended for measuring interactions between people by means of an infra-red
(IR) transceiver, a microphone, and two accelerometers.
Location and proximity: Madan 6) has developed software that learned various
aspects of people’s social lives by mining their face-to-face and phone interactions.
1 1) Improvements in technology for miniaturization, long battery life, eﬃcient wireless communications, 2) data-stream changes from download to upload, and 3) the need for whitecollar worker in the 21st century to be knowledge-centric.
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Motion: Gips 7) used motion sensors and proximity sensors to identify groups
of friends taking part at a career fair, the team membership of students participating in a treasure-hunt game, and the company aﬃliation of visitors attending
a conference.
2.2 Wearable Sensor Platform
Wearable badges are common devices that employees wear in organizations to
identify themselves to others. The “Active Badge” developed at Xerox PARC
was the ﬁrst attempt to augment name tags with electronics. Containing only
a small microprocessor and an infrared transmitter, this badge could broadcast
the identity of its wearer and trigger automatic doors, telephone call forwarding,
and computer displays 8) . The “nTAG System” is a wearable sensing product
to improve, measure, and automate meetings and events 9) . A widely accepted
badge system is the “Vocera Communications System” 10) which provides a voicecommand interface and enables instant, hands-free conversations.
2.3 Organizational Behaviors and Social Networks
Researchers studying organizational behavior have long investigated communication patterns within and across organizations as well as what implications
these patterns have for a variety of eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness measures, such as
employees’ satisfaction, operational productivity, knowledge creation, adaptability to changing environments, and, ultimately, ﬁnancial performance. Attempts
have been made to apply the ﬁndings of these studies to management practices
and intervene in team processes to improve performance. Some of the common
attributes associated with eﬃcient and innovative teams are distributed leadership 11) , communities of practice 12) , or “BA” (shared space for emerging relationships) 13) , and psychological safety (a sense of mutual trust in taking interpersonal
risks) 14) .
The most commonly used tools to measure these features, such as surveys and
qualitative or ethnographic observations, however, are subjective and often inaccurate. Recent Internet and e-mail technologies have ﬁnally made it possible
to capture information on interpersonal communication. This has enabled researchers to analyze social networks in ﬁne detail, and recently this ﬁeld has
attracted a great deal of interest. There is still, however, a gap between managerial concepts and comprehensive reviews and feedback mechanisms in the real
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physical world. Once sensor technologies become available on a daily basis, they
will bridge this gap. We might be able to quantify massive amounts of information in the real world which now are characterized as implicit knowledge and
know-how.
3. Approach
3.1 Organization (or Corporate) Level
As Pentland has shown in his previous research 1) , we can quantify eﬀective patterns of behavior by studying the correlation between behavioral patterns (e.g.,
attitudes, communication, and business processes) and performance indicators.
For example, comparisons between and within teams would allow managers and
team members to identify what behavioral patterns will lead to sought-after results so that they can subsequently replicate those behaviors.
The target number of people at this level is around 20 or more (which is larger
than the experimental sizes described in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3) since in this
case it is likely that not every subject knows each other. The key to this level of
analysis is detecting common behavioral patterns in the organization and aggregating information generated from these patterns using collective intelligence 15)
methods, rather than ﬁguring out which particular people are eﬃcient. The analyst, who may be a manager, therefore does not necessarily identify the worker.
Alternatively, all data may be anonymized.
Choosing a useful performance indicator is particularly important for this approach. Financial proﬁt is a clear indicator for any business. We should note,
however, that many indicators, such as amount of communication, employee satisfaction, and customer satisfaction, lead to increased proﬁts in the long run, so
we believe that these indicators are also useful for measuring performance.
Three steps enable the correlation between behaviors and performance to be
found statistically.
(1) Collect relevant behavioral data (such as the examples listed in Table 2)
and performance data.
(2) Statistically analyze these data to see if a correlation exists. The simplest
example is seeing a correlation between the number of interactions and performance. One approach is to check for particular parameters that are assumed to
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be important factors in an organization, while another is to check all possible
combinations to discover unforeseen relationships.
(3) Check all relations and their signiﬁcance. The ﬁrst approach is to focus on
factors with signiﬁcant correlations. If these results are desired and expected, no
further action is necessary. If not, the organization should carefully analyze the
results and attempt to characterize the causal factors that lead to the unexpected
results. For example, let us assume there is a correlation between tone of voice
and the success in negotiations. The data do not tell us whether skilled sales
people speak with a certain tone because they are suﬃciently knowledgeable and
conﬁdent or whether customers merely feel better when sales people speak in a
particular way. In the latter case, training employees to use eﬀective speaking
patterns may make sense.
Once eﬀective behavior patterns are found, we can attempt to improve productivity and individual skill by modifying the following factors:
Physical environment: Studies have consistently shown that productivity
ﬂourishes in oﬃce environments where employees have easy access to one another 16) . Organizations and architects could measure the eﬀects of minute
changes in the environment using sensor data.
Information-technology environment: Researchers have recently begun
tackling the problem of precisely measuring the eﬀects of changes to the IT
environment 17) . Sensors would also allow managers to conduct experiments on
their own to determine if providing new tools to parts of the organization would
be worth the investment.
Communication methods: Certain teams may be found to work better because of their communication ﬂow, frequency, or participation levels. We can try
to make the methods of these teams common knowledge within an organization
and even standardize their methods.
Create a new communication environment: Once eﬃcient teams have been
identiﬁed, we can attempt to disseminate these practices throughout the entire
organization through interpersonal knowledge exchange. One option is to restructure teams, while another option is to employ social-networking platforms
to accomplish this.
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3.2 Team Level
The target at this level is a relatively small number of people who work together with shared goals. They should therefore know one another well, foster
mutual learning, and focus on self-improvement to be more innovative and overcome unproductive behaviors. Previous research has mentioned a few important
factors within a team, such as roles 11) , appropriate participation rates (occasionally equal and sometimes dominant), and appropriate amounts of stress and
conﬂict 18) .
Let us examine some approaches to detect these team behaviors using sensors. First, each factor is broken down into typical measurable behaviors. There
are three phases: 1) a sign that something is about to happen, 2) a sign that
something is happening, and 3) a sign that something has happened. Let us
take “stress” as an example. In this case each phase can be operationalized as
1) what kinds of behaviors cause “stress”, 2) what are “stress” coping behaviors,
and 3) what happens once “stress” has been overcome. Ancona 19) noted that
stress with a high probability of loss and a high level of pressure resulted in individual behavioral change, decreased amounts of discussion, increased variations
in communication channel usage, decreased amounts of information used, decreased inﬂuence of group members, and increased decision centrality. Once this
conceptualization of “stress” can be recognized from activities identiﬁed from
sensor data, even if it is not completely accurate, we can create several new
feedback mechanisms that allow teams to maintain appropriate stress levels, as
well as discover how those teams behave when stress occurs. If it is possible to
compare these behaviors with those in other teams, we will be able to know how
eﬃcient teams behave and what are the problems of a troubled team.
Team meetings and meeting reﬂection play critical roles in the construction
of eﬀective teams. Some are purely personal exercises, some are eﬀectively institutionalized, yet others are still limited to educational settings. In previous
research, two types of reﬂection have been identiﬁed: process and task reﬂection.
In brief, task reﬂection targets “what we did,” while process reﬂection targets
“how we did it.” Various types of information can be obtained using sensors,
which may enable more eﬀective process reﬂection. Past research has attempted
to display speaking style 20) for real-time feedback and reﬂection. These feedback
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Table 1 Set of team behavior indicators.

Fig. 1 Visualization of a one-hour conversation among four people: (a) participation rate of
each person and, (b) team behavior indicators.

mechanisms were limited in these settings for meetings because it required specialized hardware around a table. However, now that wearable sensing devices
have become available, this requirement has vanished.
We now discuss an example that illustrates the dynamics in a one-hour discussion between four people (including two of the authors). The graph at the
top of Fig. 1 shows how long each of the four spoke during one-minute time
intervals, and this ﬁne granularity tells us who led the conversation over that
interval. For example, person #90 dominated the conversation for the ﬁrst few
minutes, and #52 subsequently responded. After several interchanges, #95 and
#60 commented. #60 later took the ﬂoor and then grew quiet (he actually left
the meeting). Next, #95 actively joined in the conversation. Although it might
be diﬃcult for people other than the participants to discover exactly what happened in the meeting and whether this meeting was successful, we found that the
participants themselves greatly beneﬁtted from this reﬂection tool because they
understood the context of the data. This information quantitatively reminded
them what had transpired, even if their memory of the conversation was not
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complete.
We can also deﬁne aggregated indicators, such as those listed in Table 1, which
enable us to identify how people work together as a team. In Fig. 1, the bottom
graph shows transitions in these indicators that correspond to data displayed in
the top diagram. From this, we gain the sense that there were approximately
three phases of the meeting: ﬁrst, people spoke for equal lengths and were excited;
next they grew quiet in the middle of the conversation when it was dominated
by a particular person; and at the end they grew excited again.
We obtained qualitative comments from the participants:
• One participant felt that he had to change his behavior when his participation
was much more or less than the others to attain the right balance. Someone
also tried to involve other persons with low participation rate.
• Most groups try to change their behaviors as a team rather than identifying
an individual problem.
3.3 Individual Level
The true power of sensors can be realized when they are paired with human
knowledge 2) . Semantic interpretation of sensor data is possible, but it is not
necessary if people reﬂect on their own behaviors and they remember the context
of these behaviors. We rather anticipate sensor data may be retained without semantic information so that individuals are not forced into speciﬁc interpretations.
This ﬂexibility could accelerate user innovation 21) .
We will now discuss some primitive and intuitive feedback tools. For example,
there has been extensive work on expressing quantitative and qualitative data
using color. Liu proposed visualizing textual context by using color patterns 22) .
The Ambient Orb 23) is one example of a commercially available product that
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Fig. 3 User’s state (a) moving towards lower activity, (b) moving towards a balanced state,
and (c) increasing load.

4. Hardware Platform
Fig. 2 Sensible Orb’s color map.

uses this visualization paradigm. It retrieves data such as weather and traﬃc
conditions from the Web and displays the result by mapping them to a color
spectrum.
The “Sensible Orb” employs a similar visualization methodology. The objective
is to intuitively provide users with processed sensing information along multiple
dimensions. The Orb indicates the user’s activity level, cognitive load, and work
load by varying the color of the orb. The color mapping used in the Orb is
shown in Fig. 2. Activity level, cognitive load, and work load are assigned to the
colors red, green, and blue, respectively. Each measurement is a function of the
following parameters:
• Activity level: movement energy, number of keys typed.
• Cognitive load: frequency of changing tasks, number of interruptions, number
of e-mails to read.
• Work load: Hours of work, number of e-mails sent.
The transition in the user’s state can also be represented by the color patterns
of the orb. In our case, recent feature values are mapped to the middle of the
orb and aggregated features to the edge. The whole orb can then be drawn by
interpolating between these two colors. Figure 3 shows some situations where
the user’s state is changing.
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We have previously designed the hardware and software infrastructure to collect
and analyze behavioral data from many individuals over extended periods of
time 24) . The badge hardware is compact, as shown in Fig. 4, comfortable to
wear over long periods of time, and has a long battery life. This badge is capable
of:
• Recognizing common daily human activities in real time using a single threeaxis accelerometer,
• Extracting speech features in real time to measure nonlinguistic social signals
and identify the social context while ignoring the words themselves,
• Interacting with the user through voice commands to quickly locate resources
and information,
• Communicating with base stations in the 2.4-GHz band to transfer information to and from diﬀerent users,
• Localizing indoor users by measuring received signal strength and using triangulation algorithms,
• Communicating with Bluetooth-enabled cell phones, PDAs, and other devices
to detect people in close proximity,
• Capturing face-to-face interaction using an IR sensor.
We deﬁned some parameters below:
• IR signals were transmitted (containing the transmitting badge’s ID) every
two seconds.
• Bluetooth-device IDs were captured every ten seconds. As we conﬁgured the
c 2008 Information Processing Society of Japan
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Fig. 4 Wearable badge.

devices to record a limited number of Bluetooth IDs every ﬁve seconds, not
every device that was within range was logged.
5. Experimental Setting and Results
5.1 Target Organization
We deployed our hardware platform for a period of 20 working days in the marketing division of a bank in Germany that consisted of 22 employees distributed
into four teams: development, sales, customer service, and support. The division’s organization is shown in Fig. 5. Each of these teams was overseen by a
manager, who in turn was supervised by a mid-level manager. These mid-level
managers were responsible for two teams, and they reported directly to the division manager. We treated the mid- and division-level managers as a single team
in the analysis. The division was split across two ﬂoors, and some teams were
co-located in a single room while others had employees from multiple teams in
them.
5.2 Experimental Procedure
One of the reasons we used this bank as an experimental site was their desire
to enhance their productivity through a better understanding of their behavior.
We also collected e-mail traﬃc data in this organization before and during the
badge platform deployment, and they were already familiar with some of the
preliminary results that came from this data. Due to their familiarity with their
e-mail communication data, their major interests were (1) common behavioral
patterns, (2) the diﬀerences between e-mail and face-to-face interaction, and
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Fig. 5 Organizational chart of the company under examination.

(3) the relationship between behavioral patterns and performance
We deployed another type of badge throughout the bank to roughly track the
location of subjects. Fourteen of these badges were distributed across two ﬂoors
of the bank’s building and were continually discoverable over Bluetooth.
We also obtained additional data that supplemented the behavioral information
collected using the badge.
• E-mail logs, which only had from, to, and timestamp ﬁelds
• Daily surveys, which we used as a subjective measure of performance. Employees were asked to respond to the following questions on a scale from 1
(very high) to 5 (very low) at the end of each day.
• Q1. What was your level of productivity today?
• Q2. What was your level of job satisfaction today?
• Q3. How much work did you do today?
• Q4. What was the quality of your group’s interactions?
• The bank’s objective performance data, such as the number of sales campaigns, sales volume, and customer satisfaction score. These data have not
been included in this paper, but we generally hypothesize that more face-toface interaction is correlated with better performance on harder tasks, while
less face-to-face is correlated with better performance on simpler tasks.
In order to recognize behavioral patterns and their eﬀectiveness, we processed
the raw data we received into the features listed in Table 2. We also used one
social network parameter, “betweenness centrality,” to understand how central
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Table 2 Variables for regression analysis.

people were in the functioning of the organization from a communication standpoint.
5.3 Correlation among Behaviors and Performances
We ﬁrst calculated the average number of each parameter per day person by
person. We then conducted exhaustive linear regression and one way ANOVA
analyses between behavioral and performance parameters as described in Section 3.1.
Some ﬁndings from the analysis are as follows.
• Over the whole month, proximity from being in the same room, ﬂoor, or team
had a high negative correlation with the number of e-mails exchanged between
people (r = −0.55, p < 0.01). This has powerful implications for previous
work (and, of course, for the bank as well) that used e-mail communication
as a proxy for the social network of an organization, since these two are in
fact negatively related.
• The analysis of IR data yielded interesting results on diﬀerences across teams
(p < 0.01). It appeared that there were three types of teams: those with
high levels of intra-team communication, those with a moderate amounts,
and many with low levels of communication.
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• The number of diﬀerent people that an individual interacted with over the
course of the day had a moderate correlation with question Q1 (r = 0.19,
p = 0.01), while the total amount of time spent in face-to-face communication
was correlated with the responses to questions Q1, Q2, and Q3 (r = 0.27,
0.22, and 0.31; p = 0.0008, 0.006, and 0.0001).
• Bluetooth data analysis indicated that the number of people easily accessible
was signiﬁcantly diﬀerent between people on diﬀerent ﬂoors. People on the
one ﬂoor had on average 4.08 people who were easily reachable per day, while
people on another ﬂoor had 15.3 (p < 0.01). We posited that people on the
latter ﬂoor were more stationary, making them more available to others on
their team and in their rooms.
• We found that the percentage of time a person was at a low activity level
during the day was negatively correlated (r = −0.202, p = 0.01) with that
person’s individual perception of productivity (Q1). A low activity level
could mean the person was sitting in their oﬃce and not moving too much
or walking around. This implies that if the percentage of time a person is
sitting working in their oﬃce increases, so does their individual perception of
productivity.
• No signiﬁcant diﬀerences were found in the speaking patterns of employees
grouped by team. This may be a curious if people in a particular group, such
as customer service, are supposed to talk much more than others.
5.4 Comparison of Diﬀerent Interaction Channels
We were able to visualize communication within and between teams and individuals by using e-mail and face-to-face interaction data. The number of e-mails
exchanged across teams is represented by the thickness of the arcs below each
box in Fig. 6 (a) to (c), and the amount of face-to-face interaction is represented
by the thickness of the arcs above each box. It is striking that while e-mails had
little variation across days, face-to-face communication changed dramatically day
by day.
Figure 7 illustrates a communication network between individual workers
(a) through e-mail, (b) through face-to-face, and (c) a combination of both 25) .
As these ﬁgures show, there are substantial diﬀerences between the e-mail and
face-to-face networks. That is, there are people who are highly central to the
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Fig. 6 Face-to-face communication (arcs above each block) vs e-mail traﬃc (below block) on
days 1, 2, and 3.

e-mail network, but peripheral in the face-to-face network, and vice versa.
Combining the e-mail and face-to-face networks leads to a more complete depiction. As Fig. 7 (c) shows, there is a core cluster of well-connected people (the
large circle). We hypothesized that face-to-face would provide information on
the dynamic characteristics of the organization since the amount of e-mail was
relatively stable.
5.5 Characteristics of Each Job Type
Gloor previously hypothesized that a person in a creative job (who needs to create something new) exhibits dynamic and ﬂexible communication patterns, while
people in high-performance jobs (who need throughput and accuracy rather than
creativity) have stable communication patterns. In Ref. 26), Kidane and Gloor
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Fig. 7 Communication networks in diﬀerent channel.
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Fig. 8 Fluctuations in the betweenness centrality of individuals.

Fig. 9 Fluctuations in betweenness centrality. From top to bottom: customer service,
development, and sales.

found a clear separation between high-performing workers and highly creative
ones in their communication patterns. Highly creative workers occupy varying
network positions: they are occasionally in the center and sometimes peripheral. This means that they exhibit ﬂuctuating betweenness centrality over time
in terms of social-network analysis. High performance, on the other hand, has
steady betweenness centrality.
Figure 8 illustrates that individual bank employees exhibit a large variance
in their communication patterns 25) . The actor in the top-left window who has
large ﬂuctuations both in e-mail and face-to-face interactions indicates that they
are involved in creative activities, while the steady pattern of the actor in the
lower-right window is indicative of a person who communicates very little and
continuously, most likely in a high throughput role.
It is possible to conduct the same analysis on the group level. Figure 9 illustrates the split of the department into creative and high throughput teams. The
customer-service team, having the repetitive task of processing new contracts,
clearly requires the most throughput, with a steady communication pattern. In
contrast, sales and development teams tend to exhibit highly ﬂuctuating communication patterns, which is reasonable because they require creativity in order to

plan marketing campaigns and develop the corporate website. As these results
show, once we deﬁne and quantify the proper indicators, such as a “creative job,”
we are able to ensure that each team has the capabilities it is supposed to or, if
not, ﬁnd who does have those capabilities.
5.6 Restructuring the Organization
Based on this analysis (the communication patterns and function of each team),
we proposed structural changes for this organization:
• Separation of performance-oriented (sales and customer service) and
creativity-oriented (development and sales) teams, as indicated by the dotted
line in Fig. 7 (c), in order to strengthen these tendencies.
• Trading peoples between development and sales according to their frequency
of communication. Sales persons who spoke frequently with the development
team may be good candidates for reassignment.
Our proposal was based on a strategy to integrate similar people, although
communication between groups could decrease. Of course it is possible to create
another proposal based on the concept that people with diﬀerent skill sets should
work together.
After deliberating on these ﬁndings, the bank restructured their organizations
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along the lines of our recommendations. In fact, managers in the bank had
planned to modify their organizational structure. While they certainly incorporated a large amount of diverse information into their decision, our proposal
supported the manager’s qualitative inclinations. We believe that quantitatively
aiding qualitative intuition is an extremely beneﬁcial use of sensors. In addition
to this reorganization, the bank strongly recommended our analytical approach
to an executive committee as a way to increase organizational eﬀectiveness.
6. Conclusion
We presented concepts relating to a sensor-based work style, organizational
behavior management, and individual learning processes. In the 17th century,
the microscope had a huge impact on the medical and scientiﬁc domains. Now
an even bigger impact may be realized by continuously recording the real activities of enterprises and individuals supplemented with sophisticated analysis and
visualization methodologies. In other words, a “business microscope”.
We anticipate that we will be able to acquire deep insights into human beings
and their mental models and integrate them into an eﬀective education mechanism to change individual and organizational behavior.
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